The Traffic Exchange Industry
Has the Plague…Here’s the
Cure
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The Writing’s on the Wall
“Oh, here we go. Another doom-and-gloom merchant predicting the imminent death of the
Traffic Exchange industry just to get a bit of attention.”
If that’s what you’re thinking, I sympathize. There’s a lot of negativity around traffic
exchanges (TEs) at the moment and “The Death of…” is such an over-used marketing hook it
should have its own Wikipedia page.
But none of that changes the reality of what’s really going on out there.
Do you think, for a single minute, that I’m going to keep quiet on this subject just because
some people might get in a twist about me criticizing their business model?
Sorry, but keeping quiet and worrying about other people’s opinions are two skills I’ve never
really mastered.
I have something important to say, and I’m going to say it. But with one critical caveat…
In addition to explaining why the future of TEs is bleak, I’m also going to show you the
critical shift you can make that will allow you to achieve the kind of results that TEs can no
longer deliver.
In other words…
There’s still light at the end of the tunnel!

PayPal is Targeting Traffic Exchanges
In case you haven’t heard, PayPal is suspending accounts belonging to TE owners.
And that even includes PayPal accounts belonging to website owners which are merely
associated with traffic exchanges.
At the time of writing this is primarily affecting TEs owned in the USA, yet it’s not difficult to
predict that this policy will eventually be expanded elsewhere. TE owners are arguing their
case, insisting that their business model is legal and that there’s no association with Ponzis
or even MLMs, but it’s futile. PayPal won’t reverse their stance. If anything, they’ll only
become stricter.
I can’t say this with any certainty, but their reasoning may have something to do with this…

PayPal didn’t create the alleged Ponzi. They didn’t participate in the alleged Ponzi. But by
providing payment services to the site owner, they’ve become embroiled in the whole mess
and been exposed to what is, potentially, a very costly lawsuit.
Which company, for which PayPal provided payment services, is now being accused of being
an illegal Ponzi scheme? This one:

That noise you can hear? It’s the sound of hundreds of TE owners howling that their website
is nothing like Traffic Monsoon.
As if that matters one bit to PayPal.
An experienced eye can look at this website and judge that, while it seems to be a regular
traffic exchange, talk about “revenue-sharing” is an obvious red flag. But what if that
language hadn’t been on the homepage? Would the result have been any different?
It’s often difficult to tell, just from a surface investigation, exactly what kind of model a
website of this style is using. And with new TEs popping up all the time, it would require a
huge effort for PayPal to personally vet every website in this industry.
At a certain point, who can blame PayPal for throwing up their hands and saying, “it’s not
worth it.” Traffic exchange revenue makes up a tiny, tiny percentage of their overall
revenue, but it exists in a world that is only a sidestep away, at least in PayPal’s view, from a
business model that exposes them to hundreds of millions of dollars of litigation.
Ultimately, it doesn’t matter whether PayPal are acting reasonably or not. In my opinion, it’s
only a matter of time before all TE owners lose their account and with it their credibility.
And you know what really sucks!
Even this doesn’t really matter.
Let’s say I’m wrong. Let’s say PayPal stop their crusade against TEs. The industry, as a whole
is still doomed.
And it’s all because of a good idea with unintended consequences…

Registrations Are Up, Profits and Conversions are Down

The TE industry has always been competitive. And yet, it still boasts hundreds of active
exchanges because most customers join dozens of programs.
And it’s sustainable because, in many cases, TE owners are happy to run their exchange,
even when the income is meager. They’re fun to manage, and the profits they generate at
least contribute toward the mortgage, even if they’re not generating a full-time income.
Yes, there are exceptions, some business-savvy TE owners are doing much better. But these
are the outliers. Most TEs only continue to run because the owner doesn’t mind mediocre
results.
Why does this matter?
Because most industries can’t sustain this much competition. Usually, if a business can’t
turn a good-sized profit, it dies. But running a TE is so inexpensive (hosting costs, script
costs, and whatever time you have to spare) that many keep going for years, even if they’re
barely breaking even.
The result is that you have an unusually large number of competing websites, all trying to
outdo each other for people’s time and attention.
In the past, competition success depended on the size of the TE owners’ databases, or the
volume of free credits they gave away. Eventually, design quality became a factor. The shiny
clothes of a new TE would tip people off to how committed the owner was to promoting
their new exchange.
And today… it’s financial incentives.
In addition to earning credits for surfing, many TEs now offer cash bonuses. Surf for an hour
and, in addition to earning X number of credits, you also get 10 cents added to your
account.

It’s a nice idea on the surface. It may only be a few cents, but if two TEs are equal in every
respect except that the new TE offers a little coin that you can use to get a discount on your
next credit purchase…
It’s an easy choice.
Consequently, more and more TEs are jumping on the idea. Sure, it’s a race to the bottom.
But then most TE owners have never understood the significance of that phrase. And who
can blame them, really. It’s hard to be the only one not offering the latest perk.
And, as a result, the TE industry is in massive trouble!

It was fine to begin with. Cash incentives attracted a lot of new users, and activity went
through the roof.
But to what end?
Because even as registrations went up, conversion rates for the TE users advertising their
businesses went down.
It used to be possible to purchase 10,000 page views and, with the right squeeze page,
generate 40-50 sign-ups. Now you’re lucky if you get 5.
That’s a 90% drop in conversion!
Is it any wonder that the TE industry is in crisis?
The problem is that, while 10 cents for an hours surfing is a minor perk for most, in some
parts of the world, that amount can help put food on the table. And if you’re in the terrible
situation where 10 cents an hour is a desirable wage, you’re unlikely to be interested in, or
capable of, buying whatever you see advertised.
The TE industry has never been busier, but it’s busy with people doing little more than
clicking for cents. And that isn’t what TEs are supposed to be about.
Don’t blame the users. If you’re a TE owner that invites people to surf for cash, that’s what
you’re going to get.
It’s a problem. A big problem. And denying it to be so helps no one.
What would it take to turn this situation around?

Can the Traffic Exchange Industry be Cured?

For a TE to truly be effective – by which I mean sustainable, profitable, and capable of
delivering good quality traffic – the owner needs to deliver 3 things:

1. Steady movement of credits
The key responsibility of TE owners is to ensure that their customers manually surf sites at
a rate that is equal to or slighter faster than the rate at which people are amassing
credits.
If surfing activity is too low then credit movement stagnates and account owners become
frustrated.
If such a situation goes on too long, users stop using the site and the problem is
exacerbated. If not resolved, eventually the TE will die.
2. Manual surfers who represent the target market of the advertisers
As we noted in the last chapter, if people are surfing purely for cash and have no interest
in the products they’re seeing advertised, then conversions for the advertisers drop.
If conversions drop, legitimate businesses will stop purchasing credits, and the TE will
become unprofitable (even 10 cents per hour surfed has to come from somewhere).
3. A TE model that isn’t dependent on referrals.
There’s nothing wrong with having a referral program and encouraging members to
recommend a TE, but it should never be a requirement.
It should be possible to benefit from using a TE without having to get a single referral. If
getting a referral is a CONDITION of achieving any kind of success, then you have the
makings of a Ponzi.
Even if no money is changing hands directly, any business model that requires a
continuous influx of new users to be sustainable is, in the long run, doomed to failure.

If all TE owners were to adjust their website to match these three ideals (and ditched any
harebrained, PayPal-baiting schemes that involve profit-sharing, bubbles, or MLM-style
shenanigans), the industry could, potentially, recover and thrive once again.
But, it’ll never happen.
Never.
Anyone who argues otherwise is ignoring the fact that in the long history of the TE industry,
the owners, as a group, have struggled to agree on just about anything.
Sometimes a maverick TE owner will stick around long enough, and develop enough
business sense, to understand what it takes to make their website function. But for every TE
owner who “gets it,” another five come along with no other thought than how to make a
quick buck, lacking the sense to learn from those who have been doing this job for well over
a decade.
If every TE owner could agree to stop paying cash for surfing, that would be a good start.
But, again, this is never going to happen.
If you’re feeling masochistic one day, try going on a forum and suggesting it and watch the
apocalyptic backlash that occurs.
And unless EVERY TE owner agreed to this change, it would be fruitless. The bulk of the
users would just migrate to those TEs that still offered cash for surfing (either because
they’re only interested in generating cash or because they’re deluded into thinking this
means the exchange is more prestigious) and the demise of the TE industry would only
hasten.
I’d love to be proved wrong. Love it.
TEs have been my bread and butter for longer than some of my members have been alive,
and if I thought there were a way to turn this ship around, I’d happily get behind it.
But as I said from the outset… the writing’s on the wall.
Between PayPal’s aggressive account suspensions and the conversion-killing “surf for cash”
strategy, the TE industry is declining and I see nothing that is likely to change that.
So, where you might wonder, is this “light at the end of the tunnel” that I promised?
Well, it turns out that there is an advertising exchange model that is not only untouched by
PayPal, it’s producing conversion rates that are better than at any other time. Rates that are
comparable to the best that TEs USED to be able to provide.

They Still Work, and They’re Better Than Ever

Viral Mailers (VM) have always been something of a footnote in the advertising exchange
industry. They’ve always worked, and since they usurped safelists as the email exchange
program of choice, their usefulness has increased, but they’ve never really come close to
the popularity of TEs.
I believe this is going to change.
I see a time when VM membership will surpass TEs.

If you’re new to Viral Mailers, they operate by allowing members to email each other.
Limits are placed on the frequency of mailings, and sometimes on the portion of the userbase that can be reached. You can speed up the rate at which you’re allowed to send
emails by purchasing enhanced memberships or by purchasing credits.

Not convinced? Consider…
Over the last few years, before TEs began their decline, I could comfortably see a 0.5%
conversion rate on TE advertising. That’s lower than many other forms of advertising, sure,
but given the low cost of credits, this was a profitable avenue of advertising – no question.
Today, I’m lucky if I can get 0.05%.
That’s about as close to worthless as you can get. You would need to be making huge
conversions on back-end sales to get anywhere close to breaking even.
But on VMs, right now, my LOWEST conversion rate is just under 2%. And my highest is 3%.

Put another way, at the time of writing, conversion rates on my VM advertising are as much
as SIXTY times higher than my TE advertising!
And here’s the really interesting part…
VMs, while generally profitable for me, have never been this effective before. Never.
Which means, this could be the start of a trend towards even better results.
Let’s consider why this shift might be taking place and why you should be taking notice.

Smart, Legitimate Advertisers Are Moving Here

I doubt I’m the first person to have noticed the developing power of VMs.
In fact, it’s probably only a matter of time before there’s a rush of interest as people move
from the sickly TE advertising platform to the flourishing VM platform.
I believe we’re already seeing the shoots of this movement, demonstrated by the huge
increase in conversions.
Legitimate advertisers with real and valuable products to sell are also increasing their use of
VMs. You only need to be a member and click through some of the emails that arrive as a
result to see that this is the case.
Yes, there are still plenty of people sending emails promoting useless biz-ops and Bitcoin
baloney, but the quality is improving all of the time.
To me, this makes perfect sense. Business owners with carefully crafted funnels who
carefully track their conversions can’t have failed to notice the decline in TEs and the ascent
of VMs.
The other huge selling point for VMs is that, so far, PayPal has left them alone.
VMs may have the same advertising exchange – “I’ll scratch your back if you scratch mine”
mentality. But no one has to surf to receive credits, and no one is getting paid to click on
emails. In essence, VMs are built on the original ideal of TEs – a mutual exchange of
advertising where every customer agrees to give some of their attention to what their
fellow members are promoting.

There is a huge group of people out there who are familiar with TEs but have yet to discover
VMs. This is going to change. It’s only a matter of time before the general consensus is
that…




VMs convert better.
VM members upgrade more frequently.
VM members spend more money on back-end offers.

In the coming weeks, months, and maybe years, VMs are where the game is going to be
played.
But if you want to get AHEAD of the game…

Get Up to Speed Quickly

If you want active customers and the kind of conversion rates that TEs haven’t come close
to delivering in many years, you need to start transferring your advertising campaigns to
VMS. Or, at the very least, running them in parallel and measuring the results.
Remember…
Average TE conversions are around 0.05%, whereas VMs are delivering, consistently,
between 2-3%.
And if you’re the kind of advertising exchange user who also likes to build a solid downline,
now is the perfect time to start planning your campaigns. I firmly believe that we will begin
to see a mass migration of legitimate business owners moving their advertising from TEs,
leaving the penny-chasers and the MLM-hustlers to race each other to the bottom.
Start by joining the following VM programs. These are the mailers that are producing the
best results for me, as of right now.
Tezzermail
ViralMailProfits
Once you’ve done that, to help you get the most out of your VM campaigns, I encourage
you to read my short report, “The Five Secrets of Viral Mailer Success.” It’s a good crashcourse to ensure you get the best results and the most consistent conversion rates.
And it also reveals one more crucial detail.
Because if I’m right, and VMs are the future of the advertising exchange industry, there is
one further detail you should know. Follow this strategy and you won’t just be ahead of the
game…

…You’ll own the game!
As with this report, “The Five Secrets of Viral Mailer Success” is free of charge and is
available to download, right now.
If you use advertising exchange programs like TEs, what you need, above anything else, is
ACTIVE CUSTOMERS who belong to your TARGET MARKET. And, right now, there’s no better
place to find them than on VMs.
See you there!

Robert Puddy
The Viral mailer software
The KnowHow Guys

